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The one thing that is certain right now is that we are in
constant change.
We need to embrace that change and work with our partners to develop production
solutions for our clients needs.
We are a creative company full of people who have come together because of our
collective desire to make quality work both for our clients and for ourselves. We are all
being given an opportunity to think outside the box in terms of how we create content
together.
Boards have changed, insights have changed, shooting capabilities have changed. What
hasn’t changed is our ability to be creative and work around problems, we need to be
smart and proactive to help our clients come up with solutions to their communication
needs and getting the right messaging to their audience - nothing has changed in that
regard.
Boards and ideas can and should change based on production capabilities. There
are ideas now which only work in isolation and the element of engaging or inspiring
people doesn’t change because you do something remotely or online. We need to work
together to push the boundaries of what is possible in the same way we have as an
industry for a long time.

Pre Production

During the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, we remain
committed to the same collaborative spirit that has always
coursed through our work.
We see each project as a chance to collaborate with our colleagues at various agencies
and clients, to troubleshoot and problem solve together, and make amazing content in
the process.
We are available and excited to jump into pre-production on jobs in this new world
we’re existing within. This can be accomplished seamlessly using some of the below
ideas and techniques. Our goal is to maintain the integrity of our normal collaborative
process, while introducing some abbreviated and ultramodern approaches to our
workflow.

We work with a wide variety of unique casting directors who
are adept at remote casting, self-taping, virtual auditions,
and other safe and reliable practices.
Our casting partners encompass General Market, Hispanic Market, real people & VO;
with a wealth of knowledge in both the SAG and Non-Union talent pools. They will be
utilizing all available methods to safely find the best talent. If callbacks are required,
they will be handled remotely as well, ensuring easy attendance for agency/client.

We will orchestrate and handle one-on-one virtual wardrobe
fittings on our end and present you with a deck showing
multiple options per talent.
We would rely on the talent’s own personal wardrobe whenever possible, but also
supplement by shopping online and shipping wardrobe to the talent in advance of the
fittings.

Where applicable, we will remotely scout our talent’s homes.
This will allow us to preview their spaces and create a dynamic location document
with preferred locations for lighting and set design for each specific talent.
We will host virtual tech scouts with our DP’s, Production Designers, and other
department heads for each location that we shoot in. We’ll want to make the most
of natural light, available props and set dressing, and see each location in daylight
to help schedule our scenes accordingly. This will also give department heads the
opportunity to communicate with talent and instruct them in preparing their spaces
prior to shooting.

Production

The immediate era of Safe at Home practices in the US
provides a unique opportunity in which talent can generate
content by using their own devices to film themselves in their
own living spaces.
Our filmmakers can remotely equip the talent with the necessary tools and guide them
through the process, allowing our teams and partners to create amazing content from
the safety of our homes. Our directors can interact with talent to get great performances,
the DPs can instruct the talent on how to film themselves and get the best shot possible,
the Production Designers can instruct our talent on placement of props and set dressing
within their home, while agency and clients view every aspect live from their home
offices, all of this being possible via the robust video conferencing options available to us.

By sending the talent kits of equipment we can enhance
these shoot days in modest and efficient ways that would
help propel the overall quality of the production.
We can provide talent with gear such as small lights that they can set up in their homes
or attach to their devices, or a small tripod to help stabilize a camera, or even some small
props or set dressing to enhance a location. We’ll also be able to walk talent through the
delivery of their self recorded content so that it’s immediately accessible to editorial at
the end of each shoot day.

A small crew shooting with talent in a safe location can create
content comparable to a full scale production,
while still live streaming that footage to remote viewers and allowing for immediate
feedback as though they were on set with our directors. This is the sort of approach we
can implement as restrictions begin to lift, allowing us to maintain safe social distancing
protocols for projects going forward until work can return at a normal scale.

Our Roster
link to reels

While you can always see full reels on our website, we have compiled a few spots for each director that
we feel are particularly applicable and speak to what is possible today.

Aaron Stoller
link to reel

Based in Los Angeles, Aaron comes from the world of MTV On-Air promos where
he would write, produce, and direct spots with small crews and very little prep. His
deep relationships with A-list talent, both celebrity and non, can help create casting
shortcuts and avoid the typical cattle calls. Ask anyone he’s worked with and they
will tell you Aaron is a true collaborator with the ability and experience to execute
amazing, nuanced creative with incredible efficiency.

Andreas Nilsson
link to reel

Andreas has an extensive background as an artist and designer - painting and animating
on projects for musical acts as well as designing sets. “Back then, I treated all my work
like personal art projects, I’d paint in the morning and animate in the afternoon while
the paint was still drying.” He has made animated work for Coca-Cola and Optus plus
many more music videos.
He is currently remotely directing a project that mixes animation with live action
talent. And because he is based in Sweden where filming is permitted, for the right
project, he could shoot locally with the agency/client attending the shoot virtually.

Ben Strebel
link to reel

Based in the UK, Ben cut his teeth art directing and creating visuals for bands such as
Phoenix, Madness, Crystal Fighters, Stereo MC’s amongst many others. These projects
involved directing animation, green screen work, as well as sourcing stock footage, and
editing. With a background in illustration and photography, these mediums also found
their way into the output.
Ben has directed more than 30 music videos - a discipline which pushes you to think
outside the box with mostly no brief at all. His talent for CG work is demonstrated
in recent work including Jagermeister, Nike and Lexus - where he helped create
augmented worlds and enhanced what is real.
Ben is currently working on a short film with 5 actors all in isolation. The story plays
out in real time using House Party or the like.

Christopher Riggert
link to reel

Riggert is a deeply skilled and versatile filmmaker, easily channeling his visual and
tonal style to deliver the best story and best film for every project. This ingrained
flexibility comes from his background as an agency art director and designer at global
shops including Fallon and Grey, and continues to inform his approach to directing –
giving him a unique ability to understand and enhance the underlying personality of
each project. Riggert is based out of Australia.

Clay Weiner
link to reel

An experienced comedy writer, actor and advertising creative, Clay has worked at Late
Night with Conan O’Brien, for Dana Carvey, as well as BBH, Wieden+Kennedy, MTV,
and Cliff Freeman & Partners. Clay was known for making content viral long before
this virus. He loves to invent and collaborate with brands on innovative ways to create
clever content and campaigns that defy the norm. His close personal connections with
the improv community in NYC and LA (where he is currently based) enable him to
bring exceptional talent to projects.
Apropos to this moment in time, he’s writing and directing a mobile show for Quibi
that satirizes the world of dating apps and is entirely achieved within people’s own
houses.

Dan DiFelice
link to reel

Before directing, Dan was especially focused on photorealistic VFX, typically working
with either live action backplates or full CG sequences and aiming for photorealism.
With VFX it’s really quite possible to explore basically anything... photoreal creatures,
stylized characters (eg Pixar), macro, space, vast landscapes, studio-type environments,
graphic visuals, digs-doubles of real people both living and deceased (one of the more
complex techniques), FX driven sequences. The possibilities are truly infinite.
Dan is based in NY, and willing to collaborate on both live action and effects-based
projects.

Daniel Warwick
link to reel

Born in England and raised in the U.S. and Germany, his comfort across cultures
gives him a unique insight and chameleon-like ability to craft memorable work for any
market. Having worked his way through the production ranks in the music video and
commercial worlds, Daniel is well-equipped with deep technical knowledge of his craft
that will allow him to navigate any restrictions currently in place due to COVID-19.
Daniel is based in Berlin and able to work remotely with talent and crew around the
world.

Errol Morris
link to reel

Errol believes that advertising can play an important role in helping us to deal with this
current crisis. It’s important to hear from throughout America how people are coping,
how people are trying to manage their lives. It’s a historical moment and we should
be on top of it. Errol’s process is uniquely perfect for today’s climate and today’s
restrictions. He does research and casting remotely from Massachusetts where he is
based. He is able to film individuals remotely as well.

Isaiah Seret
link to reel

Based in LA, Isaiah is known for creating singular worlds with emotional storytelling,
compelling characters, and cinematic visuals. Isaiah sees this time as a tremendous
opportunity to get real and direct without all the fuss of big productions. The prospect
of making films remotely is exciting - putting the passion of narrative and human
storytelling into something we can direct from our homes.
He’s always loved telling stories by taking existing footage and repurposing it in post.
For Nike, Isaiah seamlessly told the story of Eliud Kipchoge’s record shattering win to
the world while beautifully moving across wet asphalt. This elegant film felt 100% in
camera and could be made right now! Read More here. For the Cults “Go Outside”
haunting video, Isaiah was inspired to bring the band inside the world of Jim Jones’
famous religious cult - all starting with stock footage and then using simple captures
to blend the worlds and identities with the bands. Read more here. A bible on stock
methodology and its amazing potentials is available on request.
Beyond stock, he also directed a psychedelic VR rollercoaster for Beck and Google built
almost entirely in CG. He also directed a fun text-based film on “How to Meditate”
for all ages (which we could all possibly use right now).

Jeff Low
link to reel

Traditionally a live action comedy performance director, Toronto native Jeff Low
changed up his game by directing the multi award-winning stop motion animation
for Sipsmith. The original script that came in was completely live action with comedy
elements and a very traditional 2-3 day shoot. It starred an imaginary employee
and featured exploding ingredients. The director/producer pitch was to change this
completely and make everything focus on craft so as to mirror the level of craft that goes
into making the product. This had to follow through every element of the production,
design, and creation of every element, prop, and character; and switching from a live
action to stop frame animation production. It was a two week studio shoot.
On some of his work, such as the ‘Donuts for Dogs’ spot for Domuts, Jeff provided his
own voice-over talents, something he would love to do again for applicable projects.
He is also a very talented and hilarious writer, and loves to work with agency creatives
in the conceptual phase.

Joaquin & Lalou
link to reel

Based in NY, Joaquin & Lalou are a directing team that covers a full array of
filmmaking roles between the two of them. They have extensive experience in
directing, cinematography, producing and still photography, and a deep knowledge
of all technical aspects of filmmaking from concept through post. They have worked
on 2-person documentary crews, as well as micro-sized cinema crews. They can shoot
studio interiors (tabletop and individuals for social distancing purposes) and any
variation of exteriors in and around New York City, and the Tri-State Area. In short,
they are a two-person team that is made for these times, and capable of shooting
premium content with minimal support.
Gear and Capabilities:
• 6K Canon C500 Cinema Camera and full set of lenses [This camera delivers
very high quality images - they just shot half of a Michelin job with it and the
images are as good as Alexa and Red. And Joaquin is able to operate it completely
independently.]
• Remote file upload and transfer capabilities
• Sound package with boom and body mics
• Extensive still camera package
• Daylight loft for tabletop and individual subjects
• Small studio lighting package
• Extensive database of New York actors and real people casting

Justin Kurzel
link to reel

Hailing from Australia, where he is currently based, Justin is behind the viral 2018
PSA “Stop the Horror” for Go Gentle Australia, which chronicled the brutal last days
of a terminally ill man in a successful effort to change the country’s laws on voluntary
assisted death. The successful campaign, which ultimately reached 280 million viewers,
underscored Justin’s ability to elevate any project with his empathetic perspective and
close attention to craft. His ability to engage global audiences, whether via features,
commercials, or PSAs, is as relevant as ever. Justin is also available to work remotely in
the United States.

Matt Devine
link to reel

Matt’s prolific career as a solo director, coupled with his early days making scrappy
short films, leaves him well-positioned to face the challenges of filming under current
restrictions. His proven success with spots such as ‘Silver Linings’ for TurboTax or
‘Door’ for Spotify demonstrate his ability to deliver comedic spots shot with a single
actor in a single location. These types of spots could convert to a remote filmmaking
model if necessary. Matt is based in Los Angeles as well as Australia.

Michael Downing
link to reel

Currently based in Los Angeles, Michael is known for his subtle, observational comedic
style with an emphasis on performance. These filmic qualities can still be achieved
while adhering to Safe at Home practices by implementing the remote production
protocols outlined above. Michael looks forward to the day when he can get back on
set with his cast and crew, but in the meantime he is eager to get into production via
new and innovative modes of filmmaking.

Noam Murro
link to reel

Having recently finished the animated BBC/Netflix series of Watership Down (aired
Christmas 2018), Noam has become known for his intricate CGI characters and bold,
emotional storytelling. The majority of that work was done remotely - as animators
were located around the world and Noam was based in LA. He also remotely directed
the voice actors including Ben Kingsley, James McAvoy, John Boyega to name a few.
Noam is also able to tell a simple emotional story and pull at your heartstrings whether it be animation or live action. He can do that remotely as well as on set.

Rachel McDonald
link to reel

Rachel is based in Los Angeles and has spent the last several days writing an approach
for how to shoot campaigns virtually and responsibly during this era of social distancing.
She dreams of the days when we have our crews back together, but in the meantime
she’s been workshopping a streamlined process that will hopefully be put to the test
soon.
In addition to the virtual filmmaking route, Rachel is capable of creating high caliber
content with a very nimble crew. Conveniently, she lives with her DP-partner Amado
Stachenfeld (reel available here). Together they own an array of cameras, ranging
from 6K digital cameras to 35mm / 16mm film cameras and drones.
Whilst friends are going stir crazy, they have been creating content responsibly from
their home studio, which is set up for small productions, stills shoots, and tabletop
work.
The film is loaded, cameras are prepped, and she’s ready for virtual shooting!

Steve Rogers
link to reel

Steve is represented by Biscuit Filmworks in the U.S. and is the co-founder of Revolver,
one of Australia’s leading commercial production companies, with his business
partner Michael Ritchie. As a commercial director, Steve excels at getting to the heart
of a brand’s message, and has worked with the world’s leading brands and earned
recognition from numerous international awards shows.

The Glue Society
link to reel

The Glue Society is an art & directing collective, based in Sydney, Australia.
They are focused on bringing art and commerce closer together, even when we’re
all being told to stay far apart. They are determined to turn ideas that demand
participation into reality - by collaborating with agencies on projects that have no
precedence, which right now just about describes anything and everything.
They intend to use their experience to help support agencies trying to do the impossible
- and help make the impossible feel somehow doable.
They believe that in crazy times such as these, it’s vital to innovate and find new ways
to feel connected and human, because sharing our experiences matters more today
than ever before.
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